Replacing teeth using lateral sinus augmentation

Arun Garg and Gregori Kurtzman demonstrate how sinus augmentation can be applied to replace missing posterior teeth

Fighting fit
Biohorizons and Camlog’s joined-up thinking packs a punch

Root cause
Emilie Baerts on implant placement in failed endodontic sites

Intraosseous cavernous haemangioma of nasal bone
By Nika Vafaei and Carlo Ferretti
When it comes to dental technology, Morita devotees say that ‘nothing else compares’

Clinicians across the UK are enthusing about the high-quality images provided by Morita CBCT technology. Oral surgeons, endodontists, implant dentists, hospital radiologists and imaging specialists are all benefitting from the outstanding detail offered by the company’s world-renowned systems.

According to Dr Richard Kahan of the Academy of Advanced Endodontics in Harley Street, London, ‘the Veraview X800 has a unique combination of features and technology that contribute to superior image quality. Some of the high definition results are simply stunning and give greater accuracy than I have previously seen.’

Cavendish Imaging Limited purchased the Veraview X800 as it provided the image quality required, while fitting into the small space available in its busy walk-in Harley Street imaging centre. Managing director Dr Veronique Sauret-Jackson says: ‘We knew we could rely on Morita’s superior image quality, having several years’ experience of the company’s technology and its state-of-the-art 3D Accuitomo F170 scanner.’

A whole new level
The Veraview X800 design incorporates the most advanced technologies in CBCT and panoramic imaging to take diagnostic clarity to a whole new level. Dr David Cox of Cox and Hitchcock in Newport chose the Veraview X800 to ‘achieve more consistent and greater quality imaging to enable precise identification of critical anatomy for implant treatment.’

Simply the best
For Dr Michael Ainsworth of Stephen Godfrey Dental Care in Sheffield, the main benefits of the Morita Veraviewepocs 3D R100 are ‘the image clarity and the smallest field of view, which extends the use of CBCT, due to the low radiation dose involved.’

Totally devoted to Morita

He explains why the practice would invest in Morita technology again: ‘There is nothing else on the market that compares. Once you have had the best, you can never go back.’

Dr Andrew Denny of Twenty 2 Dental in Weston-Super-Mare agrees: ‘This has been one of our best investments. The detail available from the R100 images is much greater than the other solutions we looked at. It was the only machine that ticked all the boxes.’

Form and function
Morita systems combine outstanding results with practical design. Dr Michael Norton of the Centre for Implant and Reconstructive Design in Harley Street found the Morita Veraviewepocs provided ‘excellent image quality at a high resolution and at a low patient radiation dose for a 3D CBCT scanner, which is compact and affordable for use in specialist dental practice.’

Many leading dental hospitals in England and Wales have installed the Morita 3D Accuitomo cone beam CT system to provide highly accurate and detailed imagery for complex cases. According to Douglas Mills, superintendent radiographer at the Eastman Dental Hospital, ‘if another radiology department were considering investing in a 3D cone beam CT scanner, I would simply say “Get the Morita 3D Accuitomo 170: it’s the best on the market!”.’

Morita’s high definition CBCT results are simply stunning
See what you’re missing!

Revolutionary imaging for diagnostic clarity
The groundbreaking Morita Veraview X800 cone beam CT scanner provides unrivalled image quality with minimal artifacts. The next-generation design incorporates the most advanced technologies in CBCT and panoramic imaging to take diagnostic clarity to a whole new level.

Flexibility and choice – From the simple to the complex, Morita’s proven technology offers outstanding detail for accurate case diagnosis. Wherever you are with your day-to-day practice, we have a choice of flexible packages to suit your budget and clinical requirements. Talk to us today to find the best option for you.

See what you’re missing!
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